CORE PRODUCTS

SIMPLY AWESOME DEGREASER 6345
Formulated specifically to break down petroleum based lubricants and waste.
25% stronger than any degreaser on the market.

THE TRUTH - TAR BUSTER 6495
Our recent industry changing breakthrough! Bio & Eco Friendly formula designed to
penetrate and break down emulsified asphalt and tar.

NON-CHLORINATED - HEXANE - BRAKE PARTS CLEANER 6300
The strongest and most efficient brake parts cleaner on the market. Low odor,
high-solvency, atomizing “Sure Shot” sprayer included.

HEAVY DUTY TOUCHLESS VEHICLE WASH 6343
By far our most potent concentrate, dilutable up to 200 parts water to 1 part soap.
Spray on, let soak, high-pressure rinse for a touch-free shine.

ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER 6292
This product is designed for fast and effective removal of oxidation and corrosion
from aluminum surfaces, particularly trailers and transportation equipment.

JACK-HAMMER CONCRETE REMOVER & TRUCK WASH 6481
*Bio-safe / Non-Acid / Fast-acting*
Formulated to be safe on all surfaces including paint, glass, rubber fittings,
trim, steel, human skin/proteins and even shines aluminum.

ASPHALT RELEASE SLIDE OUT 6280
**SLIPPERY SLOPE**
A product specifically developed for the asphalt industry. It consists of natural, completely
biodegradable products that work extraordinarily well to prevent asphalt or any tar-based
product from sticking to metal. One application is sufficient for several loads.
Slippery Slope contains no volatile organic compounds and is 100% biodegradable.

ASPHALT ROLLER RELEASE ADDITIVE 6279
Formulated specifically for the water reservoir tanks in asphalt roller vehicles to prevent asphalt
and tar-based products from sticking to metal, rubber tires and wheels.

ALUMINUM SAFE PARTS-WASH DETERGENT 6825
Lime-scented powder detergent for front and top-loading parts washing
machines with built-in rust inhibitors to prevent flash rusting.
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LIQUIDS

ASPHALT RELEASE (OG RUST PREVENTION FORMULA)
ASPHALT RELEASE (FIRST CHOICE) PLUS
ASPHALT RELEASE (FIRST CHOICE) PRIDE
ASPHALT ROLLER RELEASE ADDITIVE
AUTOMATIC SCRUBBER
AUTOMATIC SCRUBBER CONCENTRATE
BACTERIA CONCENTRATE
BATHROOM CLEANER
BATHROOM CLEANER "PLUS"
BATHROOM CLEANER NON-ACID (NEW)
BIO DEGREASER
BIO LIFT STATION MAINTAINER
BOWL RING REMOVER (FLIP TOP)
BRAKE PARTS CLEANER (HEXANE)
BRAKE PARTS CLEANER (10%)
BRIGHTEN LAUNDRY DETERGENT
BUG REMOVER
BUS WASH
CARPET CLEANER
CARPET ENZYME (LIQUID LIVE "CLEAR")
CAR WASH SOAP (LOW FOAM)
CAR WASH SOAP CONCENTRATE (LOW FOAM)
CAR WASH SOAP (HIGH FOAM)
CAR WASH SOAP CONCENTRATE (HIGH FOAM)
CAR WASH DRYING AGENT
CERAMIC TILE CLEANER
CHLORINE SANITIZER
CITRA-GEL DEGREASER
CITRA SAFE
CITRUS CLEANER
CITRUS DEGREASER
CITRUS DEGREASER "SUPER"
CLEAN & BURNISH
CLEANSLATE 100% ACTIVE SOLVENT
CLEAR MAGIC
COIL CLEANER
CONCRETE FORM RELEASE "SLIDE OUT"
CONCRETE REMOVER (HYDROCHLORIC ACID)
CONCRETE REMOVER "PLUS" (HYDROCHLORIC ACID)
CONCRETE REMOVER "PRIDE" (HYDROCHLORIC ACID)
CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER "SUPER" (NEW BUFFERED ACID)
CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER (RTU BUFFERED ACID)
CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER "PLUS" (RTU BUFFERED ACID)
CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER "PRIDE" (RTU BUFFERED ACID)
CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER KICK ACID (NON-ACID)
CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER KICK ACID "PLUS"
CONCRETE SEALER
CONQUEST (WATER CONDITIONER)
D-LIMONENE
DEFOAMER
DEGREASER WITH ENZYMES
DEGREASER WITH ENZYMES "PLUS"
DESCALER
DISHMACHINE DELIMER
DISHMACHINE DESCALER
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT HIGH TEMP
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT HIGH TEMP "PLUS"
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT LOW TEMP
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT LOW TEMP "PLUS"
DISINFECTANT / SANITIZER
DRAG SLAT LUBRICANT
DRAIN OPENER (SULFURIC)
DRAIN OPENER (HALT)
DRAIN SEAL
DURAPLUS FINISH
DYNAMITE DEGREASER
DYNAMITE DEGREASER CONCENTRATE
EASY GREEN
ECONOMY SILVERWARE PRESOAK
ELECTRICAL DEGREASER
ELIMINATOR
ENGINE DEGREASER
EYE BLACK REMOVER (LIQUID)
FABRIC SOFTENER
FILTER CLEANER
FLOOR CLEANER
FOAMER
FOAMING BRUSH
FOAMING CAUSTIC CLEANER
FOAMING CLEANER
FOOD PLANT DEGREASER
FOOD PROCESS CLEANER
FORMULA 60
FORMULA 30
FREEZER CLEANER
FRESH N CLEAN AIR FRESHENER
FRESH N CLEAN HEAVY DUTY CLEANER
FRESH N CLEAN MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER "SUPER"
FRESH N CLEAN MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER
FRESH N CLEAN MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER CONCENTRATE
FRESH N CLEAN NON-ACID BATHROOM CLEANER w/PEROXIDE "SUPER"
FRESH N CLEAN NON-ACID BATHROOM CLEANER w/PEROXIDE
GLASS & HARD SURFACE CLEANER (BLUE)
GLASS & MULTI SURFACE CLEANER
GLASS & MULTI SURFACE CLEANER CONCENTRATE
GRAFFITI REMOVER
GRAND SLAM DETERGENT
GREASE TRAP SOLVENT
GYM FLOOR CLEANER
HAIR & BODY SHAMPOO
HAND CLEANER BLUE PUMICE
HAND CLEANER CHERRY PUMICE
HAND CLEANER CITRUS PUMICE
HAND CLEANER (NAT. SCRUBBERS)
HAND CLEANER (NAT. SCRUBBERS)
HAND CLEANER "SCRUBS" (DYMON)
HAND CLEANER WATERLESS (15OZ TUBES)
HAND CLEANER WATERLESS (GALLONS)
HAND SANITIZER
HEAVY DUTY CLEANER
HI-FLASH DEGREASER
ILLUMINATE (BUILT DETERGENT)
INDUSTRIAL DEGREASER
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY BREAK 2
KITCHEN DEGREASER
LAUNDRY SOLVENT DETERGENT
LAUNDRY SOUR
LAUNDRY SOUR II (RUST REMOVER)
LAUNDRY SOUR/SOFT
LAUNDRY SOUR/SOFT HI IRON
LEMON DISINFECTANT
LEMON ZEST (NEUTRAL CLEANER)
LIFT STATION MAINTAINER
LIFT STATION MAINTAINER PINE
LIQUID CHLORINE 12%
LIQUID CHLORINE LAUNDRY BLEACH 9%
LIQUID CHLORINE INSTITUTIONAL BLEACH 6%
LIQUID HAND SOAP
LIQUID ICE MELTER (FREEZE GUARD)
LIQUID LIVE BACTERIA
LIQUID SILVERWARE PRESOAK
LIQUID STEAM CLEANER
MAG WHEEL CLEANER
MAKE-UP SPOT REMOVER (LIQUID)
METAL CLEANER & PHOSPHATIZER
METAL SAFE PRESSURE WASH
MOLD & MILDEW STAIN REMOVER
MOP-N-WALK CONCENTRATE
NON-BUTYL DEGREASER
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
OILFIELD LAUNDRY DETERGENT
ORANGE SOLVENT
ORGANIC SPOT REMOVER
OVEN CLEANER
OVEN & GRILL CLEANER (PINK FURY R.T.U.)
OXY BLEACH 17.5%
PARTS WASHER SOLVENT
PENETRATING OIL
PEROXIDE CLEANER CITROX
PEROXIDE CLEANER SYNERGY
PH UP LIQUID
PINE OIL CLEANER
PINE SOLVENT
POOL ACID
PORTACHEMICAL
POT AND PAN SOAP
POT AND PAN SOAP (EMERALD)
POT AND PAN SOAP PREMIUM
PROTECTIVE COATING
PROTECTIVE SHIELD
RECONDITIONING CRÈME
RECONDITIONING CRÈME (12X8 OZ)
RINSE ADDITIVE
RINSE ADDITIVE "PLUS"
RINSE ADDITIVE (HARD WATER)
"RTU" ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
"RTU" CITRUS DEGREASER
“RTU” GLASS & HARD SURFACE CLEANER
"RTU" GLASS CLEANER
RUST & IRON REMOVER
RUST INHIBITOR
RUST REMOVER
SAFETY DESCALER
SCALE & STAIN REMOVER
SEWER SOLVENT
SLIDE OUT #1
SLIDE OUT #2
SMOKEHOUSE CLEANER
SOFT & FRESH
SOLV-IT (RECLAIM SOLVENT)
SOLVENT DEGREASER
SPARKLE CLEAN
SPOT REMOVER (LIQUID)
STARCH “SUPER CONCENTRATE”
"SC" AIR FRESHENER APPLE (12:1)
"SC" AIR FRESHENER CINNAMON (36:1)
"SC" AIR FRESHENER MULBERRY (36:1)
"SC" AIR FRESHENER POTPOURRI (36:1)
“SC” DETERGENT DISINFECTANT (128:1)
"SC" LAUNDRY BREAK
"SC" TIRE/VINYL DRESSING (9:1)
TAR BARRIER "SUPER"
TAR BARRIER
TAR REMOVER
TAR REMOVER PINE
TIRE DRESSING
TIRE MAGIC
TIRE/MOTOR CLEANER
TNT LIQUID
TNT LIQUID CONCENTRATE
TOILET BOWL CLEANER SPEARMINT
TOILET BOWL CLEANER CHERRY
TOUCHLESS VEHICLE WASH
TRAILER BRIGHTENER
TRAILER BRIGHTENER CONCENTRATE
TRUCK & TRAILER 2
TRUCK & TRAILER 2 "PLUS"
TUB & TILE CLEANER
TUB & TILE CLEANER "PLUS"
ULTRA FRESH LAUNDRY DETERGENT
URATIC SALT DISSOLVER
WASH & WAX
WATER CLARIFIER
WATER SOFTENER
WAX EMULSIFIER
WAX STRIPPER
WINDSHIELD WASH CONCENTRATE
WINDSHIELD WASH "RAW PACK"
WRINKLE RELEASE

DESCRIPTION / AEROSOLS
ADHESIVE SPRAY (20 OZ)
AIR FRESHENER/DRY DEODORIZER (20 OZ)
-DA (DUTCH APPLE) -C (CINNAMON) -CS (CITRUS SPLASH) -FL (FRESH LINEN) -MB (MULBERRY BREEZE)
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER (20 OZ)
BRAKE PARTS CLEANER (15 OZ)
BRAKE PARTS CLEANER LOW VOC (15 OZ)
CARBURETOR CLEANER (20 OZ)
CARPET SPOTTER (20 OZ)
CHAIN & CABLE LUBE (15 OZ)
CITRUS DEGREASER (20 OZ)
COIL CLEANER AEROSOL (20 OZ)
CONTACT CLEANER (15 OZ)
DISINFECTANT SPRAY (20 OZ)
DISINFECTANT FOAM (20 OZ)
DISPENSER FRAGRANCES (10 OZ)
-DA (DUTCH APPLE) -C (CINNAMON) -CS (CITRUS SPLASH) -FL (FRESH LINEN) -MB (MULBERRY BREEZE)
ENGINE CLEANER (20 OZ)
FOOD GRADE SILICONE (20 OZ)
FURNITURE POLISH (20 OZ)
GLASS CLEANER (20 OZ)
GOLD SUPREME GREASE (16 OZ)
HARD SURFACE 40 (20 OZ.)
MOLY / PTFE LUBRICANT (13 OZ)
ORANGE SOLVENT (15 OZ)
OVEN CLEANER (20 OZ)
PAINT REMOVER (20 OZ)
PENETRATING LUBRICANT (20 OZ)
RESIDUAL INSECTICIDE (20 OZ)
SAFETY SOLVENT (20 OZ)
SHINE ALL (20 OZ)
SILICONE RELEASE AGENT (20 OZ)
STAINLESS POLISH (15 OZ)
SYNTHETIC PEN LUBE (15 OZ)
VANDAL MARK REMOVER (20 OZ)
WASP & HORNET SPRAY (20 OZ)

**COMPOUNDS**

ALL SPORTS LAUNDRY DETERGENT
ALL SPORTS LAUNDRY DETERGENT
ALUMINUM SPRAY CAB
ALKALINE BUILDER
CARPET COMPOUND
CAUSTIC CLEANER
CITRUS SPRAYCAB (ALUMINUM SAFE)
COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY (POWDER)
CONCRETE CLEANER (CITRUS) SUPER
CONCRETE CLEANER (PINE) SUPER
CONCRETE CLEANER (CITRUS)
CONCRETE CLEANER (PINE)
CONCRETE CLEANER WITH ENZYMES
DEVOUR
DRAIN OPENER (POWDER)
FAT FRYER CLEANER
GRILL CLEANER
GRANULAR ODOR CONTROL
HOT TANK CLEANER
INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY SOAP
LAUNDRY CONCENTRATE (100% ACTIVE)
LAUNDRY ECONOMY
OILFIELD POWDER BOOSTER
PH DOWN
PH UP
POOL STABILIZER
PROTEIN RELEASE AGENT
SPRAY TANK CLEANER
SUPER CHARGER
SWEEP ZORB
TNT CONCENTRATE** (400#DR/40#BKT)
TNT CONCENTRATE “PLUS” ** (400#DR/40#BKT)
TRUCK WASH POWDER
WHITE RECLAIM POWDER

PAPER / SQUEEGEES / BRUSHES

PROPRIETARY ROLL TOWELS
ES 7.5” NATURAL (GREEN SEAL)
ES 7.5” WHITE (GREEN SEAL)
DS PREMIUM WHITE
MULTIFOLD TOWELS (9.125”X9.5”)
ES NATURAL (GREEN SEAL)
ES WHITE (GREEN SEAL)
PROPRIETARY TISSUE
ES 2-PLY 3.75 X 4 (GREEN SEAL)
DS 2-PLY 3.75 X 4
DS 2-PLY PREMIUM
UNIVERSAL ROLL TISSUE
ES 2-PLY 4.5 X 4 (GREEN SEAL)
ES 2-PLY 4.0 X 1,000
UNIVERSAL FACIAL TISSUE
DS FACIAL (STANDARD BOX)
HOUSEHOLD ROLL TOWELS (11”X9”)
ES 2-PLY HOUSEHOLD (GREEN SEAL)
UNIVERSAL CENTERPULL TOWELS (8”X12”)
ES 2-PLY CENTERPULL
TOILET SEAT COVERS
TOILET SEAT COVERS
PROPRIETARY DISPENSERS
LEVER ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER
REVOLUTION- 3 ROLL TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER
2 ROLL TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER (SIDE BY SIDE)
WAVE-N-DRY ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER
OPTISERVE HANDS-FREE ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER

UNIVERSAL DISPENSERS
9" SIDE BY SIDE TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER
TOILET SEAT COVER DISPENSER

PAPER (2)
FACIAL TISSUE 2-Ply SELECT WHITE (FLAT BOX) 30/cs
FACIAL TISSUE 2-Ply WHITE (CUBE BOX) 36/cs
CENTERPULL TOWEL 2-Ply WHITE 8" x 600' 6/cs
ROLL TOWEL WHITE 8" x 800' 6/cs
MULTIFOLD TOWEL WHITE 4000/cs
BATH TISSUE SELECT 2-Ply WHITE 80/cs
BATH TISSUE PREMIUM JUMBO ROLL WHITE 12/cs

MILWAUKEE DUSTLESS (2)
ALL STEEL HANDLE 60" X 1"
GRAY FLAGGED PVC 24"
GREEN NYLON WASH BRUSH 10"
MOSS RUBBER SQUEEGY 24"
MOSS RUBBER IN STEEL HOUSING 30"
MULTI SIDED BRUSH 10"
STIFF CENTER-FINE BORDER 24" POLYPROPYLENE
WOOD & STEEL HANDLE 60" X 15/16"

TRUCK WASH BRUSHES (2)
FLO-TRU VEHICLE WASH BURSH 10"
ACID RESISTANT TRUCK BRUSH
DUAL SURFACE BRUSH 10"
MULTI SIDED BRUSH HANDLE
PLASTIC COATED METAL HANDLE 60"

LIQUIDS
ACID MAGIC (GAL/4X1CS)
ALGAECEIDE
DEFOAMER
FILTER CLEANER
LIQUID CHLORINE 12%
POOL ACID
WATER CLARIFIER
COMPOUND PRODUCTS

ALKALINE BUILDER
ALKALINE BUILDER (SODIUM BICARBONATE)
BROMINE 1" TABS (50# BUCKET)
ACCU TABS 3" TABS (55# BUCKET)
ACCU TABS 3" TABS (55# BUCKET) (PLT QTY / 24 PLT)
CAL HYPO GRANULAR (100# DRUM)
CALCIUM BUILDER (50# BUCKET)
CHLORINE GRANULAR (50# BUCKET)
CHLORINE 1" TABS (50# BUCKET) (STABILIZED)
CHLORINE 2" STICKS (50# BUCKET) (STABILIZED)
CHLORINE 3" TABS (50# BUCKET) (STABILIZED)
PH DOWN
PH UP
PH UP (SODA ASH)
POOL STABILIZER
WIPE OUT (50# BUCKET)
WINTER FLOATER (6 PER CASE)

DESCRIPTION/EQUIPMENT
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3012)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3075)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3150)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3500)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (1030 POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (1030E POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3012 POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3012AT POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3070AT POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3075 POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3140AT POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3150 POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (3500 POWER BASE)
CHLORINATOR FEEDER-CAL HYPO (SERIES 100/ S-100)
INJECTOR PUMP KIT (S-100)
1" VENTURI KIT (S-100)
1-1/2" VENTURI KIT (S-100)
CHLORINE TEST KIT 200
COMMERCIAL POOL TEST KIT
DPD POWDER REAGENT (10 GRAM)
DPD POWDER REAGENT (.25# )
DPD REAGENT (2 OZ)
DPD REAGENT (16 OZ)
RAINBOW 300 CHLORINATOR
RAINBOW 300-29X CHLORINATOR
REAGENTS 1 THROUGH 13 (2 OZ.)
REAGENTS 13 (16 OZ.)
REAGENTS 4 (16 OZ.)

**GREASE & OIL**
FOOD GRADE GREASE-E TUBE (WHITE GUARD SUPREME)
MOLY GREASE - E TUBE
RED GREASE - B 120#
RED GREASE - C 45#
RED GREASE - E TUBE
RTV SILICONE/SUPER BLACK
RTV SILICONE/SUPER RED
SUPER IMPACT GREASE - B 120#
SUPER IMPACT GREASE - C 45#
SUPER IMPACT GREASE - E TUBE
TUFFPLATE GREASE - E TUBE

**PREMIUM GREASE & OIL**
ROYAL ULTRA 865 CALCIUM SULFONATE GREASE (14.5 OZ TUBE)
ROYAL ULTRA 865 CALCIUM SULFONATE GREASE (14.5 OZ TUBE) (50 TUBES)

**STOCKED EQUIPMENT**
MIXING SYSTEM-PROMAX (4-GPM BUCKET FILL AIRE GAP / 1-PRODUCT)
MIXING SYSTEM-PROMAX (4-GPM BUCKET FILL FLEX GAP / 1-PRODUCT)
MIXING SYSTEM-PROMAX (4-GPM BUCKET FILL AIRE GAP / 4-PRODUCT)
MIXING SYSTEM-PROMAX (4-GPM BUCKET FILL FLEX GAP / 4-PRODUCT)

MIXING SYSTEM-PROMAX (1-GPM BOTTLE FILL AIRE GAP / 4-PRODUCT)
MIXING SYSTEM-PROMAX (1-GPM BOTTLE FILL FLEX GAP / 4-PRODUCT)

3 GALLON LOCKING RACK WHITE
1 GALLON LOCKING RACK WHITE
2- 2.5 GALLON LOCKING RACK

DRAIN FEEDER-DRAIN PLUS (BATTERY)
DRAIN FEEDER-DRAIN PLUS (AC- PLUG IN)
DRAIN FEEDER (PAIL PUMP ULTRADOSE 1160)

BRODY QUART BOTTLE
SPRAYER HEAD MISTER
SPRAYER HEAD (QUART)
SPRAYER HEAD (SOLVENT)
FOAMER NOZZLE (PINTS/QUARTS)
SAFETY (32 OZ) QUART BOTTLES (SPECIFY)
-F (AIR FRESHENER) -A (ALL PURPOSE CLEANER) -B (BATHROOM CLEANER) -C (CLEANER/DISINFECTANT)
-T (CITRUS DEGREASER) -D (DEGREASER) -G (GLASS CLEANER) -S (SCALE & STAIN REMOVER)

BUCKET 6 GALLON EMPTY
DRUM (55 GALLON EMPTY RECYCLED)
TOTE (275 GALLON / RECYCLED)
HEADPACK (5 GALLON)

DRUM MASTER FEEDER (HYDRO 208)
DRUM PUMP (METAL)
DRUM PUMP (PLASTIC)
DRUM PUMP (SIPHON)
DRUM PUMP (6 GAL BUCKET ONLY)
EZI-ACTION DRUM PUMP (55 GALLON)
ONE GALLON PUMP
DRUM FAUCET
HEADPACK SPIGOT
HAND CLEANER DELUXE DISPENSER (GAL)
BULK FILL HAND SOAP DISPENSER
BULK FILL FOAMING HAND SOAP DISPENSER (WHITE AND GREY)

MOP HEAD 24 OZ. COTTON (12 PER CASE)
MOP HEAD 32 OZ. COTTON (12 PER CASE)

DRUM WRENCH (15'S,30'S,55'S METAL AND PLASTIC DRUMS)
HEADPACK WRENCH (SAMSON STACKERS)

FLIP TOP LIDS (DOZEN)
FOUR QUART CARRY CADDY
PINT / QUART BOTTLE LABELS
AEROSOL DISPENSER
SURE SHOT REPAIR KIT
SURE SHOT SPRAYER (RED)
CHLORINE TEST STRIPS (50ct)
QUATERNARY TEST STRIPS (50ct)
COMMON NON-STOCKED EQUIPMENT

FOAM-IT WALL MOUNT (PRE-MIX) ACID PROOF
FOAM-IT WALL MOUNT VITON (1:1) ACID PROOF
FOAM-IT WALL MOUNT ACID & NEUTRALIZER
FOAM-IT WALL MOUNT ACID FOAMER/NEUTRALIZING SPRAYER
FOAM-IT WALL MOUNT ACID FOAMER/NEUTRALIZING SPRAYER (2 HOSES)
FOAM-IT PORTABLE VITON 5 GALLON
FOAM-IT PORTABLE VITON 10 GALLON
FOAM-IT PORTABLE VITON 25 GALLON
0.3 GALLON PUMP UP FOAM-IT
0.5 GALLON PUMP UP FOAM-IT
1.3 GALLON PUMP UP FOAM-IT
2 GALLON PUMP UP FOAM-IT

ASPHALT SPRAY WAND UNIT, DUEL DOLUTION (REQUIRES; AIR AND WATER ONLY
SINGLE DRIVE THRU ASPHALT RELEASE ARCH (COMPLETE)
ELEC ASPHALT RELEASE SYSTEM (PWR SWITCH/ SPRY WAND/TIMER/LOC) COMPLETE

LAUNDRY DISPENSING EQUIPMENT

DRUM WRENCH
LAUNDRY DISPENSER 3-PUMP 10oz / MIN
LAUNDRY DISPENSER 4-PUMP 10oz / MIN
LAUNDRY DISPENSER 5-PUMP 10oz / MIN
LAUNDRY DISPENSER 4-PUMP / HIGH VOLUME
LAUNDRY DISPENSER 5-PUMP / HIGH VOLUME
FLUSH MANIFOLD 4-PUMP / SOLENOID
FLUSH MANIFOLD 6-PUMP / SOLENOID
MANIFOLD-SPLIT HOT / COLD
LAUNDRY DISPENSER (4 PRODUCT/OP-504 PLUS)
LAUNDRY DISPENSER (5 PRODUCT/OP-505 PLUS)
FLUSH MANIFOLD 6 PORT (OP-6-FM)
LIQUID & SOLID DISPENSER (2 PRODUCT/OP-502LS)
LIQUID & SOLID DISPENSER (2 PRODUCT w/BOWL,TIMER,TRANSFORMER,PUMP & SOLENOID)
SOLID DETERGENT BOWL (POWER BOWL ULTRA w/ASSY KIT & BRASS VAC BREAKER)
SOLID LAUNDRY DISPENSER (1 PRODUCT w/BOWL,TRANSFORMER, & SOLENOID)
SOLID LAUNDRY DISPENSER (2 PRODUCT/OP-502SS)
TOP MOUNT KIT (DDS 1000/DDS 1000TB)

HIGH TEMP DISHMACHINE EQUIPMENT (UMP SERIES)
LIQUID 2-PRODUCT DIGITAL (LIQUID/LIQUID)
SOLID 2-PRODUCT DIGITAL (SOLID/LIQUID)
LIQUID 3-PRODUCT DIGITAL (DETERGENT, RINSE & SANITIZER)
SOLID 3-PRODUCT DIGITAL (DETERGENT, RINSE & SANITIZER)
SOLID RINSE DISPENSER w/BRASS VACUUM BREAKER
POWER BOWL ULTRA w/BRASS VACUUM BREAKER

PROSINK AIRE GAP / 1-PRODUCT
PROSINK AIRE GAP / 2-PRODUCT
FAUCET PLUS SINKMATE ADAPTER KIT

SINK BOWL W/CONTROL VALVE & VACUUM BREAKER

* Equipment included in Equipment Reimbursement Program

**CONDO & RENTAL PROPERTY PRODUCTS (2)**

**REPUBLIC BAG (2)**
LOW DENSITY(BEST) 24x31 .60MIL BLACK 500ct 12-16GAL
LOW DENSITY(BEST) 33x41 1.5MIL BLACK 150ct 33GAL
LOW DENSITY(BEST) 32x42 1.15MIL BLUE 250ct 33GAL
LOW DENSITY(BEST) 40x46 1.5MIL BLACK 100ct 40-45GAL
LOW DENSITY(BEST) 40x48 1.15MIL BLUE 150ct 40-45GAL
LOW DENSITY(BEST) 38x58 2.0MIL BLACK 100ct 55GAL
LOW DENSITY(BEST) 42x47 1.8MIL BLACK 100ct 56GAL
HIGH DENSITY(GOOD) 24x24 6MIC NATURAL 1000ct 7-10GAL
HIGH DENSITY(GOOD) 24x33 8MIC NATURAL 1000ct 12-16GAL
HIGH DENSITY(GOOD) 30x37 10MIC NATURAL 500ct 20-30GAL
HIGH DENSITY(GOOD) 33x40 11MIC NATURAL 250ct 33GAL
HIGH DENSITY(GOOD) 40x48 19MIC NATURAL 200ct 40-45GAL

**DEB-SBS (2)**
BRODY FOAMING HAND SOAP DISPENSER
GENERAL FOAMING HAND SOAP DISPENSER
AERO ROSE FOAM SOAP (6 PER CASE)
AERO FOAMING ANTIBACTERIAL SOAP (6 PER CASE)

**NICE-PAK (2)**
SANI-WIPE (6 TUBS PER CASE)
SANI-HANDS II (6 TUBS PER CASE)

**MISC STOCKED ITEMS (2)**
CASCADE ACTION PACKS (5/20ct)
TIDY FOAM HAND SOAP (6/1000 MIL)
TIDY FOAM SOAP DISP. BLACK
CELLO SPONGES WHITE/YELLOW (20/CS)
BRECK SHAMPOO/CONDITIONER (288/.75oz)
MOISTURE RICH HAND/BODY LOTION (288/.75oz)
DIAL BASICS COMPLECTION BAR SOAP-WRAPPED (1000/.64oz)
DIAL BAR SOAP (500/1.5oz)
LATEX GLOVES P.F. MEDIUM (100/BX)
ULTRA SURF LAUNDRY POWDER-VEND SIZE (100/1.94oz)
WYPALL X60 TERRY WIPERS
THE MAGICIAN - MAGIC SPONGE (30/cs)
PALMOLIVE PLUS DISH LIQUID (72/3oz.)
PALMOLIVE ORIGINAL DISH LIQUID (20/10oz.)
COMET DISINFECTANT BATHROOM CLEANER (3X1 CS/GAL)
FINISH POWERBALL TABS (4/60CS)
LEMON OIL POLISH (4X1 CS/GAL)
MR. CLEAN MAGIC ERASER (4/6 CS)
PUMICE STICKS (DOZ)
SCRUB SPONGE GREEN/YELLOW (20/CS)
URINAL SCREEN WAVE 2.0- MANGO (10/BX)
VINYL GLOVES P.F. MEDIUM (PER BOX)
WYPALL X80 WIPERS- RED JUMBO ROLL (1 ROLL/CS)